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Here, we used MEG to directly capture practice-induced functional changes in temporal dynamics during learning of a self-paced, and thus more naturalistic, sequential visuo-motor task ( Supplementary Fig.1 Conventional Fourier-based, wavelet analysis relies on pre-specification of a wavelet length parameter, which constrains the time-scale over which temporal dynamics can evolve. Whilst this provides a good representation of tasks with consistent timing over trials it is likely to be too restrictive for self-paced tasks like the one here, where timings are inherently different across trials. In order to account for this, and hence to better capture practice-induced changes in temporal dynamics ( Supplementary Fig.3a,b) , we further applied state allocation using the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) methodology [10] [11] [12] . The HMM estimates state visits whose occurrences and durations are learnt adaptively from the data without prespecification or constraining the time-scale of dynamics with the data. Specifically, we used univariate autoregressive HMM (HMM-AR) on the first principal component of the group-concatenated single trials from twelve MEG planar gradiometers pairs covering the sensorimotor cortex to describe the data in a probabilistic way using a set of states, where each state is characterized by a distinct spectro-temporal profile ( Supplementary Fig.4 and Supplementary Methods).
Following previous work, we inferred three HMM states (blue, red and yellow; see
Supplementary Fig
. 5 and Supplementary Discussion for different numbers of inferred HMM states) 11 . Among the three HMM states, the blue HMM state is characterized by a clear β-power spectral peak (Fig.2a, Supplementary Fig.6 ), why hereinafter we refer to it as β-HMM state. during simple motor activation, whereby the direction of the changes were the same as for the peri-movement changes during the visuo-motor task (grey triangles in We have found strong evidence that motor practice induces differential changes in the temporal dynamics of cortical sensorimotor β-activity (as captured by the HMM metrics), indicating behaviourally-relevant alterations in the activity of local intracortical microcircuits. In general, GABAergic interneurons have been suggested as major players in generating and regulating neural oscillations, whereby the subtype somatostatin-expressing interneuron has been specifically related to orchestrating β-oscillations 9 . Both peri-and post-movement movement-related changes in the temporal dynamics of cortical sensorimotor β-activity were found to be significantly more pronounced over the course of practice; consistent with the general theory that, during the initial stage of learning, additional resources are required as the skill is not yet automated 13 . Brain-behaviour correlation analyses suggest that peri-movement changes, but not post-movement changes, are behaviourally relevant for the learning of this sequential movement (Supplementary Discussion). Thus, our findings demonstrate a direct role of peri-movement changes in the temporal dynamics of cortical sensorimotor β-activity in motor learning, suggesting a functional role of β-activity beyond maintaining the current sensorimotor set, or "status quo" 14 .
One of the most important questions surrounding any demonstration of the neural basis of plasticity is whether it can be generalised to other motor and non-motor contexts. Here, we demonstrate that the behaviourally-relevant neural signature of motor learning showed positive transfer to a simple movement task, but not to rest.
This state-selectivity is consistent with the long-held principle of identical elements 15 , which states that the level of transfer depends, among other factors, on the similarity between training and transfer contexts.
Here, we have used HMM metrics to provide a better reflection of changes in movement-related temporal dynamics than β-power derived from conventional
Fourier-based, wavelet analysis. There are several non-mutually exclusive reasons to support the implementation of this approach, among them that the HMM delivers a better signal-to-noise ratio and more spectral features. Additionally, these results may be relevant for the incipient debate on the interpretation of frequency-specific patterns of neural activity; the superiority of HMM speaks rather for the existence of transient bursts or a hybrid combination of bursts and sustained rhythms than for pure rhythmically sustained oscillations 16 , though this hypothesis remains to be directly tested.
Cellular and mechanistic interpretations of the observed changes are vital for translational propositions, but are difficult given the current state of research.
Findings from animal studies suggest that Hebbian long-term potentiation, through inhibition of distal dendrites by somatostatin-expressing inhibitory neurons, is one possible mechanism for learning-related changes in the temporal dynamics of β-activity 8, 9, 17, 18 . Our results underscore the importance of sensorimotor β-activity in motor plasticity, but are not meant to imply that activity in other brain areas (e.g.
cortico-striatal and cortico-cerebellar system) are not altered in the course of motor learning. Parallel human and animal studies covering micro-to macroscopic scales and integrating in vitro and in vivo together with computational modelling are required to determine the neurobiological underpinnings of practice-induced plasticity in the temporal dynamics of neural activity. . Green circles and orange triangles correspond to peri-and post-movement fractional occupancy during the visuo-motor task. Grey triangles and squares correspond to the factional occupancy during the motor activation task and resting state, respectively. Time points refer to pre-and post-learning acquisition of resting state and motor activation task as well as to the six bins of the visuo-motor learning task data. Dark and light colours correspond to the β-HMM state(s) illustrated in a-c in dark and light blue, respectively. Error bars represent standard error across individuals. (e) Across-subject brain-behaviour correlations between practice-induced change in movement time and practice-induced change in peri-movement β-HMM state(s) fractional occupancy during the visuo-motor task. Practice-induced change is defined as difference between the last and the first bin. Counter lines represent the bootstrapped Mahalanobis distance from the bivariate mean in steps of six squared units. Open circles represent outliers and the solid line is the regression over the data after outlier removal. Supplementary Fig.6 : Group averaged movement-related reconstructed HMM-AR regularised time-frequency plots for each of the thee HMM states separately and all HMM states together. As trials are of different length (see Supplementary Fig.3 for intra-and inter-individual differences in movement time) for illustrative purpose data from -0.5 to 1.5 s relative to movement onset and from -1.5 to 1 relative to movement offset are depicted. Supplementary Fig.9 : Practice yields differential changes in transition probabilities. Green circles and orange triangles correspond to peri-and post-movement transition probabilities during the visuo-motor task. Grey triangles and squares correspond to the transition probabilities during the motor activation task and resting state, respectively. Time points refer to pre-and post-learning acquisition of resting state and motor activation task as well as to the six bins of the visuo-motor learning task data. Error bars represent standard error across individuals. ° indicates a p-value < 0.1, * a p-value < 0.05, ** a p-value < 0.01 and *** a p-value < 0.001. Supplementary Fig.10 : Practice-induced changes in (a) fractional occupancy (FO) (b) and lifetime for the yellow and red HMM state. In addition, the blue HMM state is depicted for reference. Green circles and orange triangles correspond to peri-and post-movement fractional occupancy/ lifetime during the visuo-motor task. Grey triangles and squares correspond to fractional occupancy/ lifetime during the motor activation task and resting state, respectively. Time points refer to pre-and postlearning acquisition of resting state and motor activation task as well as to the six bins of the visuo-motor learning task data. Error bars represent standard error across individuals. ° indicates a p-value < 0.1, * a p-value < 0.05 and ** a p-value < 0.01. Supplementary Fig.11 : HMM metrics are estimated from a visual control ROI using three HMM states derived from the same visual ROI. (a) Group averaged spectral profiles of the states. Shaded areas represent the standard error across individuals. (b) Group averaged movement-related fractional occupancy (FO, i.e. the across-trial average of the HMM state time-courses). As trials are of different length (see Supplementary Fig.3 for intra-and inter-individual differences in movement time) for illustrative purpose data from -0.5 to 1.5 s relative to movement onset and from -1.5 to 1 relative to movement offset are depicted. Shaded areas represent standard error across individuals. Significant deviation from zero (p < 0.05, one sample t-test, two-sided) is highlighted for each state. Grey shaded area represents the baseline interval. Two time windows of interest are highlighted: peri-movement (green) and post-movement (orange). Changes in fractional occupancy (c) and lifetime (d). Green circles and orange triangles correspond to peri-and post-movement fractional occupancy/ lifetime during the visuo-motor task. Time points refer to pre-and postlearning acquisition of resting state and motor activation task as well as to the six bins of the visuo-motor learning task data. Error bars represent standard error across individuals. ** indicates a p-value < 0.01 and *** a p-value < 0.001. Supplementary Fig.12 : As Supplementary Fig. 11 , HMM metrics are estimated from a visual control ROI, but this time using the three HMM states derived from the sensorimotor ROI. * indicates a p-value < 0.05, ** a p-value < 0.01 and *** a p-value < 0.001. Fig.3a,b) , the number of completed trials differs across participants.
To assess practice-induced changes data were divided into six bins of equal movement time (i.e., =
, where B denotes the number of bins, M = 3.28 min, SE = 4.15 s, Supplementary Fig.3c) , and mean movement time as well as mean accuracy compared using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with bin as within-subjects factor.
Motor activation task
The total duration of the motor activation task was 8. Participants were presented with four white circles, corresponding to the four digits.
The displayed circles flashed individually at a constant frequency to cue participants to make button presses at the specified rate. Stimuli were created and presented using Neurobehavioral Systems Presentation software. The paradigm has been applied and validated using fMRI previously 1, 2 Resting state
Participants were asked to sit still in the MEG scanner with their eyes fixating a cross.
MEG data acquisition
Whole-head MEG recordings were acquired in a magnetically shielded room using a to estimate the unmixing weights of 64 independent components using temporal
306-channel
FastICA across sensors 4 . Independent components representing stereotypical artifacts such as eye blinks, eye movements, and electrical heartbeat activity were manually identified and regressed out of the maxfiltered data. Second, cleaned maxfiltered data were down-sampled to 100 Hz, band-pass filtered (5-35 Hz). Data acquired during the visuo-motor learning task were epoched with respect to grip force data (from 1 s before movement onset to 1 s after movement offset; see Supplementary Fig.1b,c) , while data acquired during resting state and the motor activation task were kept continuous. was extracted for each trial, before averaging trial-wise β-power within the six bins.
Repeated measures ANOVAs with bin as within-subjects factor were employed to analyse changes over time. To investigate associations between practice-induced change in behavioural measures and practice-induced change in β-power we computed Shepherd's pi after outlier removal based on bootstrapping Mahalanobis distance from the bivariate mean 5 . Practice-induced change is defined as difference between the last and the first bin.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) enable to describe the rich dynamics of electrophysiological data by inferring discrete functional states in a direct and data driven manner with millisecond precision, and without pre-specification of sliding window length (for a general introduction see 6 ; for applications on MEG data see [7] [8] [9] ;
and for a tutorial see 10 ). There are several HMM variants (see 11, 12 for an overview), here we inferred the multivariate autoregressive (MAR-) HMM 8 (https://github.com/OHBA-analysis/HMM-MAR) on a single channel of data, corresponding to the 1 st PC of the group-concatenated single trials of the visuomotor task data from twelve MEG planar gradiometers pairs covering the sensorimotor cortex. Since we are using the HMM-MAR on a single PC we refer to it as the HMM-AR. We used an HMM with K = 3 states (but see Supplementary Fig.5 and Supplementary Discussion) and maximal order 5. To account for variations in the inference due to different initializations ten realizations were performed and the run with the lowest free energy chosen 7 . Inferred HMM states were characterized based on their time-course and spectral information, and out of these two measures reconstructed HMM-AR regularised time-frequency response 8 ( Supplementary   Fig.6 ). Moreover, the relationship between single-trial time-course of grip force data and HMM state time-courses was quantified by means of Pearson's correlation (Fig.2) . Practice-induced changes in temporal characteristics of the inferred HMM states can be described using a range of metrics. Here, we focus on the fractional occupancy, lifetime (or dwell time) and transition probability (Supplementary Fig.   4f-h) . Mirroring the procedure employed in the course of the Fourier-based, wavelet analysis, for the data acquired during the visuo-motor learning task HMM metrics were first averaged within each of the two time windows of interest (peri-movement:
from movement onset to movement offset; post-movement: from movement offset to 1 s after movement offset) before averaging across trials within the six bins, to assess practice-related changes. Using the state time courses, local fractional occupancy (local FO) is defined as the average of the within-trial fraction of time spent in each state relative to the duration of the time window of interest, and fractional occupancy (FO) is the average across trials: 
! where !" and ℎ !" , respectively, denote the time points where the l-th visit to state start and finish, and !" is the number of occurrences for state at trial .
The transition probabilities (TP) were computed from the state time courses, as described for example in 6, 8, 12 . Local TP describe the within-trial average of how likely it is to transition from one state to the same or another state in a given time window, and TP is the average across trials.
The Supplementary Fig.8 depicts group averaged transition probability matrix. To Fig.9 ). In light of systematic learning-related changes in the β-HMM state and their absence in the other two states, it would appear that learningrelated changes in the temporal dynamics of cortical sensorimotor β-activity are spectral specific.
Absence of behaviourally relevant changes in a control ROI indicate spatial specificity of the effects
In order to test the spatial specificity of the effects we performed the same analyses on data from an anatomically defined a priori visual ROI covering the occipital pole.
The three inferred HMM states show α-power spectral peaks, in the absence of other distinct spectral peaks (Supplementary Fig.11a ). No clear movement-related changes in fractional occupancy could be observed (Supplementary Fig.11b) Fig.11c) To investigate the aspect of spatial specificity even further we additionally interfered HMM metrics for the same visual ROI using the states derived from the sensorimotor ROI (Supplementary Fig.12 ). Similar to the analysis above, no clear Changes in post-movement sensorimotor β-activity and local accuracy
We found that practice-related changes in peri-movement, but not in postmovement, cortical sensorimotor β-activity were related to behavioural improvements. To further explore the relationship between post-movement cortical sensorimotor β-activity and accuracy we repeated our correlation analysis but focussed only on the last movement step of the sequential movement (i.e., gate 5).
However, also in this case, no significant relationship between practice-related changes in accuracy and practice-related changes in post-movement β-activity could be observed (pi 16 =-0.18, p=1).
Supplementary Discussion

Number of States
One of the factors that need to be considered when employing HMM interference is the specification of the number of states. In the absence of a data driven approach to define the optimal number of states the final free energy of the HMM interference has often been considered. The final free energy of the HMM interference represents the lower bound of the so-called model evidence and represents a trade-off between model complexity and data likelihood (i.e. how well the model represents the data). In theory, it should be possible to select the optimal number of states by choosing the model with the lowest free energy. In practice however, it has been observed that the free energy increases almost monotonically 7 , which limits the practicability of this approach. Here the number of states was selected by choosing the model with the lowest free energy and the highest behavioural relevance.
Behavioural relevance was defined as strongest relationship between time-course of grip force data and time-course of the three HMM states Fig.2c and Supplementary Fig.5a . Moreover, we repeated the original analysis for different numbers of states (K = 2, 4, 5, 6). The results, summarized in Supplementary Fig.5 , demonstrate that the results were robust across different models. Interestingly, this is still true in the case of two β-HMM states (K = 5, 6), which indicates that the two β-HMM states represent similar properties in the data.
Behavioural relevance of practice-related changes in post-movement sensorimotor
β-activity
We could demonstrate that motor practice leads to faster and more accurate movements as well as more pronounced movement-related peri-and postmovement temporal dynamics of cortical sensorimotor β-activity. However, only practice-related changes in peri-movement, but not in post-movement, temporal dynamics of cortical sensorimotor β-activity were linked to behavioural improvements. This is contrary to findings from Tan and co-workers 13 , which is one of the very few studies investigating electrophysiological correlates of motor adaptation. Tan et al., report a trial-to-trial correlation between task accuracy and post-movement sensorimotor β-power obtained by conventional Fourier-based, wavelet analysis. However, there may be a number of reasons why it is not possible to directly compare their and our results. Tan et al., studied motor adaptation using a ballistic movement, whereas here we studied skill acquisition during a naturalistic sequential movement. Motor skill acquisition and motor adaptation are likely underpinned by distinct neural mechanisms 14 . In addition, while a ballistic movement and sequential movements with long inter-movement intervals comprise clear perimovement power decrease and post-movement power increase complexes, in sequential movements with short inter-movement intervals the post-movement power increase is interrupted or cancelled out by the pre-and peri-movement power decrease of the subsequent movement, leading to a phase of persistent power decrease 15 ( Supplementary Fig.13) . Therefore, the post-movement power 
